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Heirloom tomatoes have grown into a life’s work for Gary Ibsen, the man behind the Carmel TomatoFest

A LABOR OF LOVE
By MIKE HALE
Herald Food Writer

➤ What: 17th annual
NatureSweet Carmel
TomatoFest
➤ When: 12:30-4:30 p.m.,
Sunday, Sept. 14
➤ Where: Quail Lodge Resort,
Carmel Valley
➤ Tickets: $95; limited to 3,000
guests; children under 12
free. Ticket includes entry, all
food, wine tasting, wine
glasses and the day’s
activities.
www.tomatofest.com or
800-965-4827.
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CARMEL TOMATOFEST

Gary Ibsen stands among the rows of tomato plants in a field he leases near Hollister.
will end up in backyards, small
farms and community gardens
across the globe; what’s left
over is donated to worldwide
food programs to help feed the
hungry — and to germinate
self-sustaining ideals.

It took one taste

HERALD FILE

The NatureSweet Carmel
TomatoFest displays more than
350 varieties of heirloom
tomatoes for guests to taste.
passed through the
generations, and a hope that
the family legacy will survive.
The Carmel couple’s modest
Carmel rental is a home filled
with warmth and art and order.
The garage is something else
altogether: floor-to-ceiling shelf
units filled with seed packets.
Many of the golden treasures

It all began with a
memorable mouthful. Ibsen
remembers the day his world
shifted, a day decades past
when an elderly Portuguese
farmer in Carmel Valley
presented Ibsen with a gift —
two heirloom tomato seedlings.
“I took that first bite out in
the garden and the flavor was
so abundant and pronounced, a
world of complexity I had
never experienced,” said Ibsen,
his eyes closed to enhance the
visual.
So the man who had already
shared a nightclub stage with
Richard Pryor in Greenwich
Village; performed musical
comedy at off-Broadway
venues; worked in nuclear
operations aboard U.S. Navy
submarines; owned an art
gallery in Connecticut, an
architectural design business
in Colorado and a Cajun
restaurant in Carmel became a
farmer.

“Instead of the big acid taste,
a bang of tomato flavor, these
tomatoes had nuances of
flavor,” said Ibsen, growing
visibly animated at the
memory. “Chocolate, citrus,
pineapple, tropical fruit —
subtle flavors in the
background along with a big
tomato flavor.”
Ibsen compares a ripe
tomato to fine wine. “It’s
complex, offering more
pleasures and better mouth

feel, a better finish that lingers
— and elements of surprise.”
He soon expanded his
search for heirloom seeds and
family stories, and began
sharing his tomatoes with
people in the community. Of
course, heirloom tomatoes
(defined as “self-pollinators
that have been bred true for 40
years or more”) predate by
decades Ibsen’s epiphany. But
the general public, many of
whom had been raised on
flavorless, hybridized,
supermarket varieties, had
never experienced the
difference.
“I got a ‘WOW’ and a smile,”
he said. “This delighted me.”
Next he turned to local chef
friends, such as Bernardus
Lodge executive chef Cal
Stamenov (then of Pacific’s
Edge in Carmel), Chef Craig
von Foerster of Sierra Mar at
Post Ranch Inn, and David
Please see Ibsen page 12
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efore savvy chefs
began calling tomato
sauce “Brandywine
and Green Zebra
reduction,” before the
purchase of four plump
Cherokee Purples set us back
$17, and way before a Google
search for “heirloom tomatoes”
produced 665,000 results, Gary
Ibsen stood quite alone in his
field, getting a buzz off the
freshly tilled earth — his goofy
grin and moist eyes holding
the promise
of a coming
bounty.
“I took that
Everyone
the
first bite out knows
silverin the garden bearded
Carmel
and the
resident as
flavor was so “The
Tomato
abundant
Man,” the
and
blood, sweat
pronounced, and tears
behind the
a world of
Carmel
complexity I TomatoFest;
a man
had never
leading a
experienced.” revolution
—a
modern-day
Gary Ibsen
Johnny
founder, Carmel
Appleseed
TomatoFest
who peeked
into the
future and saw a delicious new
world beyond the pale, mushy,
bland tomatoes invented by a
blasphemous science that
sought a heartier,
less-perishable,
disease-resistant, hybridized
version of what our
grandparents once enjoyed.
Ibsen, along with his
wife/partner Dagma Lacey, will
celebrate the 17th NatureSweet
Carmel TomatoFest on
Sunday, Sept. 14, at Quail
Lodge Resort in Carmel Valley.
The day features a grand
display and tasting of 350
varieties of heirlooms, 70 top
chefs from around the country
using tomatoes as a culinary
platform and 50 wineries
pouring more than 200
vintages.
But this story has deeper
roots. It’s a love story.
Year-round, Ibsen and Lacey
passionately gather seeds from
more than 600 varieties of
certified organic heirloom
tomatoes, many sourced from
family farms around the world.
With those seeds come stories
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“People ask me all the time, ‘why don’t you make hybrids and own the seeds?’
But to us it’s not about owning, it’s about sharing.”
— Gary Ibsen, founder, Carmel TomatoFest

Ibsen
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Fink, then an upstart
restaurateur who now owns a
trio of fine local restaurants.
“I looked at them tasting my
tomatoes and I saw the
machine going,” Ibsen said. “It
was like handing an artist a
whole new palette of colors.”
Stamenov remembers the
moment.
“It intrigued me,” he said. “I
never saw a tomato that looked
like a bell pepper, hollow
inside; my first thought was to
stuff them. Or a peach tomato,
fuzzy-skinned; it felt like velvet.
It gave us an opportunity to
work with different colors,
textures, sizes and tastes.
Suddenly you could create a
mosaic with greens, yellows,
oranges and purples.” (Read
the long list of chef-inspired
menu items from past festivals,
and it’s easy to see how this
simple fruit has inspired:
heirloom tomato gazpacho
gelee with peekytoe crab;
heirloom tomato beignets with
foie gras ice cream; tomato
confit foccacia sandwich;
heirloom tomatoes with
watermelon, basil and white
balsamic vinegar.)
“Tomatoes were never
something that we considered
as a center-of-the-plate item,”
said restaurateur Tony Tollner
(Tarpy’s, Montrio Bistro, Rio
Grill, Willy’s Smokehouse).
“Now, every good restaurant
has a great summer dish
featuring heirlooms.”

TomatoFest roots
With the demand growing,
Ibsen expanded his tomato
patch, and he began delivering
his crop to chefs from the
trunk of his car. That led to
what are now legendary
backyard barbecues at Ibsen’s
Carmel Valley home — parties
with friends and family that

CARMEL TOMATOFEST

Squeezed tomato pulp is allowed to ferment in buckets.

CARMEL TOMATOFEST

Gary Ibsen carefully drains the bucket, leaving the sterilized
golden seeds behind. The seeds are packaged and sold all over the
world — or given to schools and/or community gardens.
were, in effect, seeds for what
would become one of the first,
and certainly most successful,
celebration of tomatoes in the
country.
The barbecues outgrew
Ibsen’s backyard, so he moved
the summer ritual to an old
Carmel Valley egg ranch,
where he grew heirlooms in
between concrete beds that
once housed chicken coops.
With years of natural fertilizer
built into the soil, his tomato
vines created amazing
walkways, a literal tunnel of
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tomatoes that produced a
stunning rainbow of colors —
red, orange, green, yellow,
purple.
It didn’t take long for
someone to tip off Sunset
magazine, and Ibsen became a
media darling, later appearing
on “Good Morning America.”
The event grew to 250 people
and Ibsen’s friend, KGO radio
personality Gene Burns, who
hosts the weekend show
“Dining Around with Gene
Burns,” advised Ibsen to open
it up to the public.
“I couldn’t possibly afford
to,” Ibsen said.
“Gary, charge for it,” Burns
said.
And so he did, creating a
charitable organization that
would benefit from any profits
after expenses (to date, the fest
has donated $235,000 to
charity, Ibsen said).
Recent years have seen “a
perfect storm” of negativity —
high gas prices, rising food
costs and Ibsen’s health
concerns — that have
threatened the future of the
festival. Ibsen, 64, has already

announced he is stepping down
as executive director of the
festival in order to focus on his
sprouting seed program, grow
tomatoes for local chefs and
produce markets, work on his
next book (he previously
published “The Great Tomato
Book”) and spend more time
with his combined eight
children and their children. So
far, no group or individual has
stepped forward to take the
reins, so the 17th festival could
be the last.
“That would leave a huge
hole,” said Tollner, on hand at
the first “festival” in Ibsen’s
backyard. “It’s been a local
tradition that celebrates the
tomato and the whole
community.”

Every seed a possibility
But Ibsen sees the future in
his seeds (every pack is
stamped with the motto “every
seed a possibility”).
The early years saw Ibsen
and Lacey hand-picking the
finest tomatoes from the fields
and squeezing them by hand
into five-gallon buckets.
Allowed to ferment (which
sterilizes the mix), the pulp is
carefully washed away, leaving
the gold seeds behind. Later
the two graduated to metal
mop squeezers, and now use
two automated, seed-extractor
machines. Ibsen has spent
countless hours at his dining
room table, counting seeds and
sealing packets.
“People ask me all the time,
‘why don’t you make hybrids
and own the seeds?’ ” Ibsen
said. “But to us it’s not about
owning, it’s about sharing.”
And sharing is a two-way
street. Ibsen has saved many of
the letters: one from someone

trying to grow tomatoes atop a
roof in Manhattan; a
handwritten letter with seeds
stuck to a paper towel; a family
in Iowa sending him some
seeds simply called “Our
Favorite Tomato”; a man with
one year to live, requesting
something new and usual for
his last tomato season.
“They are tomato love
stories,” he said.
Bottom line, Ibsen wants to
leave a legacy, and he wants all
of us to join in.
“Try new varieties that have
been around for hundreds of
years,” he said. “If you like
them, pass them along to a
friend or family and assist
sustainability of this wonderful
food. It’s both a responsibility
and a pleasure.”
The great Julia Child knew
the importance of
sustainability, and loved the
sheer simplicity of a dead-ripe
tomato. The culinary icon grew
fond of Ibsen while each
served on the board of
American Institute of Food and
Wine. Ibsen made her a guest
of honor at the 2000
TomatoFest.
“I told her once, ‘I’d love to
name a tomato after you,’ ” said
Ibsen, who procures a half
dozen or so unnamed tomato
seeds every year. “I asked her,
‘What kind shall it be?’ ”
Ibsen’s eyes sparkle, and he
unleashes his best Julia Child
warble — her one-word
response.
“Tasty.”
Child died in 2004, pleased
that her namesake tomato
seeds would go one without
her. It was the only time she
ever lent her name to anything;
not a chef’s knife or a sauce
pan — a tomato. Simple.
Enduring. A perfect legacy.
And Ibsen’s point exactly.

